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Abstract: With the development of technology, it is possible to establish communication with people among

countries, with the aim to offer products and services to potential customers abroad. Shuttle trade business is

mushrooming among millennials, this is motivated by the desire to take a vacation to a certain destination, so courier

service open up opportunities to stay efficient on vacation by performing shuttle trade activity through Whatsapp

Group or Instagram. The purpose of the research is to identify challenges and solutions in performing a cross-border

shuttle trade business. This study applied action research method and qualitative approaches through in-depth online

interview with 30 respondents consisted of travelers, requesters, and candidates of travelers and requesters occupied

in Egypt and Indonesia. The result indicates that challenges of the shuttle trade are price competition, packing,

platform, and custom clearance. A final solution given is that there must be a competitive price, safety packaging,

special and legal platform to perform the shuttle trade activity that can give guarantee over the unexpected situation

such as damaged goods, delayed arrival of goods, and goods has not arrived.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Based on research results published in

January 2019 showed that active users of social

media reached 150 million people or 56% of the total

population, an increase of 20% from the previous

survey. And based on the results of the same

research, it shows that 48% of the population are an

active mobile social media users (gadgets) with more

than 130 million users (Kemp, 2019).

The increase in technology, resulting in the

growth of internet use and the use of mobile phones

is a potential for the national digital economy

(Tayibnapis et al., 2018).

So this is what makes e-commerce, online

transportation, online stores and other businesses.

Internet-based, this will be the strength of the digital

economy in the Southeast Asia region, especially

Indonesia.with people in other countries, not a difficult

activity to offer products and services to potential

customers abroad (Borremans et al., 2018).

Even though the internet has succeeded in

crossing boundaries, the fact is that there are not

many entrepreneurs who are comfortable using

technology for business expansion. The accumulation

of technology strategies can be used if the products

and services are spread throughout Indonesia, it will

be an opportunity for market expansion abroad

with the development of the internet (Hastuti et al.,

2020).
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Table1. Indonesia-Egypt Import Commodities

Table 2. Indonesia-Egypt Export Commodities

From the data above, it can be seen that the

relations between Egypt and Indonesia in multilateral

trade are going well by Indonesian and Egyptian

general trading companies. From the data displayed

by trademap, it can be seen that the goods are the

main choice for Indonesia to import goods through

Egypt, and the data in Figure 3 shows the export

data of Indonesia-Egypt which is dominated by Animal

a

nd Vagateble, the data is data on the import- export

of goods in large quantities between Indonesia and

Egypt in 2017-2019.

In addition to imports in large quantities, the

existence of Jastip (shuttle trade) is an activity to

offer several goods from a certain destination, both

domestically and abroad (Mulia, 2020).
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The jastip business is mushrooming among

millennials, this is motivated by the desire to take a

vacation to a certain destination, courier service

business people open up opportunities to stay efficient

on vacation, jastip offers are usually done with a

smartphone via Whatsapp Group or social media such

as Instagram (KOMALA, 2018).

The business carried out by travelers and

the Indonesian diaspora that is carried out through

airlines is the sale and purchase of baggage which is

often done by Egyptian students when they are about

to travel back to their homeland and this is done the

other way around, but these airlines have different

policies in adding additional baggage, this is caused

by the limited amount of baggage provided by regular

passengers, different from member passengers of the

airline with an accumulation of 70 kg per flight

(Emirates, 2021).

In the business of entrusting and buying and

selling baggage, there is a risk of deposit and buying

and selling of baggage but it is still a limitation,

because cross-country trade has certain regulations

such as the import duty tax itself which is regulated

in Law Number 17 of 2006 concerning Customs, the

imported goods are subject to the tariffs regulated in

Article 12.

In the regulation that imported goods which

are not included in the prohibited or restricted goods

may be sent to Indonesian recipients, and import duties

are also regulated in the Regulation of the Minister

of Finance (PMK), number 112/PMK .04/2018

concerning Amendments to the Regulation of the

Minister of Finance (PMK), number 182/PMK.04/

2016 concerning Provisions for Import of Consigned

Goods.

Article 13 regulates the exemption of import

duty with a maximum value of FOB USD 75.00,

means that the goods may be sent to the recipient

who is in Indonesia without charging an entry fee on

condition that the value of the goods sent does not

exceed FOB USD 75.00. If the value of the shipment

exceeds FOB USD 75.00, then the shipment is

subject to import duty (Republik Indonesia, 2016).

As for the Export Duty Tariff regulated in

the government regulation of the republic of Indonesia

against BKP (taxable goods) in the Indonesian

government regulation letter No. 55 of 2008 it is

determined based on the percentage of the Export

Price (advalorum), in article 4 Chapter 2 Export Duty

is calculated based on the formula as following:

Export Duty Rate x Number of Units of Goods x

Export Price x Currency Exchange Rate (PPRI,

2008).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Cross-Border Shuttle Trade

Cross-border is a business activity between

countries with the involvement of several parties who

help running the business, such as shuttle traders

(Smallbone & Welter, 2012).

An empirical research stated that the most

important factor in a cross-border entrepreneurship

is trust. To be more specific, personal trust is very

crucial not only for initiate a cross-border business

but also for maintenance and development (Welter

& Smallbone, 2008).

Shuttle trade is an activity of buying a product

abroad with the aim of resale the product in another

country (OECD, 2004).

This type of business is influenced by season.

Such as it will make more profit in fall and less profit

in summer. The record of previous shuttle trade is

also affecting the current one. It will boost more sales

if the previous shuttle trade went smoothly (Sahin et

al., 2008). Airfrov and Titipbeliin.com are the example

of shuttle trade provider in Indonesia.

Airfrov is a discovery platform that contains

trending goods from abroad. People also view request

pages from various countries to see what other people

want. A platform that helps Indonesians who want to
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store their goods abroad. Through the traveler they

entrust their ordered goods. The way it works is also

easy, people who want to deposit goods must register

on the Airfrov website or register via a mobile

application that can be downloaded via Android/IOS

as a requester (Purwanti, 2020).

Titipbeliin.com is the first legal courier service

solution in Indonesia that includes tax as a cost

component according to the value of the goods as

regulated by the Minister of Finance. Purchases under

75 USD get tax free then purchases from 75 to 1500

USD are subject to 7.5% Import Duty, 10% VAT &

10% PPh and purchases above 1500 USD are

subject to Import Duty tax according to the percentage

of goods from the HS Code rate, 10% VAT and 10%

PPh (Dinisari, 2019).

In the business world, contracts have a very

important role because the continuity of future

business activities will depend on how well and in

detail the contracts are made to maintain and regulate

the rights and obligations of both parties to the

contract (Rachmawati 2015).

Wakalah can also be interpreted as

protection (al-hifzh), sufficiency (al-kifayah),

dependents (al-dhamah), or delegation (al-tafwidh),

which is also interpreted as giving power or

representing. The delegation of power by one person

as the first party to another as the second party in

matters represented in this case the second party)

only carries out something to the extent of the power

or authority granted by the first party, but if the power

has been exercised as required, then all the risk and

responsibility for carrying out the order is entirely on

the first party or the authorizing party (Madinah et

al., 2019).

Hadits serve as the sharia basis of shuttle

trade business is in the form of wakalah contract.

Requester can be considered as Muwakkil, because

these two parties are the people who represent the

traveler. While the representative in this contract is

a traveler, the party who represents in the country of

origin to make transactions.

Lastly muwakkal fiih is a deposit from the

requester. The legality of wakalah contract is stated

in the hadits below (Musa, 2013):

“The Prophet sallallaahu ‘alaihi wasallam

had given him one dinar so that he could buy a

sacrificial animal or a goat. Then he bought two goats

and he sold one of them for one dinar. Then he came

to him with a goat and a dinar. Then he prayed for

him to get a blessing in buying and selling. If he buys

land, he will definitely get a profit. (HR. Abu Daud)”

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  DATA

COLLECTION AND DATA

3.1 Analysis Techniques

In this study using qualitative research

methods. The purpose of using qualitative methods

is to be able to better understand and describe the

character of the informants in depth in relation to the

variables of the promotion mix and customer loyalty.

Qualitative research method is a research

method used to examine objects that are natural,

where the researcher in this case is the key instrument

of the research. Data collection techniques from

qualitative methods are carried out by triangulation,

data analysis is inductive, and emphasizes meaning

rather than generalization (Sugiyono, 2015).

The method used by researchers is an action

research, in the traditional view it is a problem-

solving research framework, where collaboration

occurs between researchers and clients in achieving

goals (Bell et al., 2018).

3.2 Result and Discussion

3.2.1 Characteristics of Respondents

Interviews regarding respondent

characteristics are conducted by identifying based

on respondent experience, gender, and current

domicile.
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Table 3. Classification of Respondent Distribution

According to classification of respondents

based on experience of shuttle trade activity, 12 people

are travelers, 11 people are requesters, and 7 people

are among the candidates of travelers and requesters.

Respondents based on gender was dominated by men

with a total of 24 male respondents and it indicated

men dominate in the Egyptian student market in

comparison with the number of female respondents

were 6 people. Meanwhile the classification of

respondents based on the domicile during the

interview was in 2 countries, Indonesia and Egypt.

The data obtained from this study are that

the majority of the shuttle rade challenges is custom

clearance. This problem is very complex, both from

the respondent’s obligation to pay taxes due to

applicable regulations and customs officials who are

The domicile of the Egyptian respondent dominates

with 25 people indicated most of the respondents are

active in Egypt.

3.2.2 Problem Test

To support the research results, the authors

conducted research for approximately 3 months start-

ing from May 2021 to August 2021. The problem

test was conducted to obtain information related to

the challenges in performing shuttle trade activity.

unprofessional in determining taxes so that when the

goods are detained the requester must pay for the

goods. The problem of packaging concerns the

security of the goods so that they are safe and in a

good condition during shipping. It is feared that the

Figure 1. Shuttle Trade Challenges
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goods will not arrive and damaged. When in custom

clearance, because customs regulations do not allow

to bring new goods in large quantities so most of the

goods are detained.

Immigration is a challenge for goods that are

allowed in the country of origin can be a big problem

if the goods brought by the traveler violate the rules

of the destination country, even resulting in being

deported by the destination country. The platform

becomes a problem among travelers and requesters,

requesters who do not have a network to entrust

goods from their country of origin are very difficult

to find the right person to trust. Other problems or

challenges are complex, half of the baggage is empty,

resulting a loss in ticket purchases. Another problem

is competing with new baggage sellers who interfere

the market price of baggage.

Based on the problems obtained from the

respondents, the authors conducted a solution test to

see if the solution was in accordance with what

respondents expected.

a. A special platform for shuttle trade activity

`In an effort to deal with problems for

travelers and requesters, there is no special plat

form for shuttle trade activity. After giving a

visual description of a specific shuttle trade

platform, 83% of respondents agreed, because it

will become easier, safer and more reliable.

With a percentage of 17% of the total respon

dents, they disagreed with the existence of the

platform that government would find out and

force them to pay taxes and threaten the

business of Egyptian students. Additionally, with

their limited habits with technology so it is more

comfortable not to use a special platform and

prefer the conventional method.

b. Security guarantee of goods

Based on these data, all of the respondents agree

with the security guarantees provided by shuttle

trade platform. The security of goods is very

important so that the goods arrive at the

destination country safely. However, when the

seller has made every effort to ensure the goods

safety and there is still damage to the goods,

then it is the responsibility of the customer with

a warning in advance that goods brought by the

partner has high risk of damage.

c. Guaranty if the goods has not arrived

It is crucial to maintain customer trust when the

desired item has not arrived. Thus the test

related to the guaranty existence showing good

result. All respondents agreed if there is a

guarantee for goods that has not arrived.

d. Faster delivery

Usually the sea route for delivery can take weeks

and even months. As for the air route, it will be

faster. Thus all respondents agreed on a faster

route.

e . Legality

The existence of legality for shipping in two

countries is very important for consumers, with

legality consumers will be more interested in

using the services offered. Most of the

respondents agreed upon the legality of a shuttle

trader which can be in the form of a specific

company. With the legality assurance, there

would get guarantees for an error or fraud

during delivery.

Meanwhile 7% of the respondents disagree

with the existence of legality because they

prefer to managed the goods delivery personally

rather than entrusting a specific platform.

f. Star Feature

Technological progress is developing rapidly, in

various fields including the service sector. The

rating feature has been used by various platforms

in Indonesia. This feature is used to ensure and

maintain a good performance image in certain

sellers, shops or destinations. Based on the data

above, all respondents agreed that a shuttle

trade platform should provide star rating

feature.
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g. Pricing standard

From the data obtained, most respondents with

a percentage of 90% agreed if there were a

fixed price offered by the platform according to

the ticket price of the airline. So that travelers

3.3.3 Solution Test.

After determining the solution offered by

respondents, there will be a validity assurance of each

do not need to lower prices to maintain sales.

However 10% of respondents disagree because

if the price is set by the platform there will be

profit sharing, so that the income earned by

travelers will be decreasing.

solution from respondents point of view. This is

necessary to ensure agreement with the whole

respondents.

Figure 2. Proposed Solution

Table 5. Result of The Solution Test
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Table 5. Result of The Solution Test (Advanced)

4. CONCLUSION

This research was finally completed with the

fulfillment of all expected respondent data. In

addition to the constraints of the second stage of the

interview, Al-Azhar University students took the exam

for more than a month which retard the interview

process. In the end these obstacles can be overcome

so that this research obtains the expected results.

The overall objective of this research was to

identify the challenges in performing shuttle trade

activity and also provide the solution to overcome the

challenges. By interviewing 30 respondents among

travelers and requesters the information resulted from

this study indicated the challenges of shuttle trade

are in the context of price competition, packing,

 platform, and custom clearance. Those problems such

as detained goods, price fluctuation, unavailability
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of a specific and legal platform that shuttle trader

send the goods illegally, and also damaged items when

it arrived at the destination country. After interviewing

the possible result expected by respondents, a final

solution given is that there must be a special and legal

platform to perform the shuttle trade activity that can

give guarantee over the unexpected situation such

as damaged goods, delayed arrival of goods, and

goods has not arrived. This platform can set a standard

price that will minimize price fluctuation among shuttle

traders.

In the end, future studies are needed in order

to explore the more detailed barriers and solutions

for shuttle trader especially in other country. There

has to be different findings since every country has

different regulations. Future studies can focus on

platform for shuttle trade because technological

development should gain special attention from

academic point of view. Hopefully this can contribute

to sector innovation, especially in the field of shuttle

trade.
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